rugulin, antimicrosone, or antiskeletal muscle autoantibodies whereas the generalised type showed a high titre and incidence of autoantibodies including ACHR antibody. Two negative patients or those with low ACHR antibody may form a low responder subgroup of myasthenia gravis distinct from the high responders, who show a high titre of ACHR antibody. Twelve patients (37.5%) were of the ocular type, which is higher than the incidence in the report of Confalonieri et al. All subjects in Cohen-Kaminsky's report had generalised myasthenia gravis of type Ila or IIB. Chiu et al. reported a difference in myasthenia gravis expression between Chinese and Caucasians. The characteristic population pattern in our study may be common to east Asians and may partly cause a different correlation between sIL-2R and disease activity. The study of this characteristic population may lead to the elucidation of the pathogenesis of low responder myasthenia gravis.
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Decreased magnetisation transfer ratio due to demyelination: a case of central pontine myelinolysis

Conventional T2 weighted MRI has a high sensitivity for detecting multiple sclerosis lesions and is widely used for diagnosis and monitoring the efficacy of new treatments. An important limitation of T2 weighted images is their low pathological specificity: they do not identify the two pathological features that are the functional impairment in multiple sclerosis—namely, demyelination and axonal loss. This lack of pathological specificity contributes to the weak relation between MRI abnormalities and disability in multiple sclerosis. Magnetisation transfer (MT) imaging indirectly visualises immobile water protons tightly bound to macromolecular structures that have very short T2 relaxation times and are invisible on conventional images. Measurement of MT ratio (MTR) in lesions provides information about structural integrity and by inference, myelin and axons. To explore the hypothesis that demyelination itself has an important effect on MTR, we performed MT imaging of a patient with central pontine myelinolysis—a condition in which demyelination is the predominant pathological feature.

A 50 year old woman presented with memory disturbance and poor balance. There was a long history of alcohol misuse leading to hospital admission with delirium tremens three months previously. There was no other history of note. Since then she had abstained from alcohol, after noticing residual poor balance and memory loss for recent events. Both problems worsened considerably in the weeks leading to her most recent admission. She also developed peripheral paraesthesiae, ankle swelling, and weight loss. Mental state examination showed a specific deficit in recent memory and formation of new memory, although registration was intact. On neurological examination she had a broad based ataxic gait and positive Romberg's test. A detailed neurological examination showed bilateral gaze-evoked non-sustained horizontal nystagmus, but no other abnormalities. Ataxia was present in upper and lower limbs, more pronounced in the legs. Tone was increased in the lower limbs. There was no left ankle reflex and plantar responses were extensor. Vibration sense was absent in both legs and joint position sense was decreased in the toes. Light touch and pinprick sensation were reduced in the hands.

T2 weighted MRI demonstrated a single high signal symmetric lesion confined to the basis pontis which appeared hypointense on T1 weighted images (fig 1). There was no enhancement after intravenous injection of gadolinium-DTPA. Mild cerebral atrophy was also noted. Further imaging was carried out on a 1·5 Tesla GE Signa MRI scanner with standard quadrature headcoil to obtain calculated MT images (fig 2). A dual spin echo sequence was used (TR 1730, TE 31/80, 28 contiguous 5 mm slices) both with and without preparation pulse of the pons of five normal age matched female controls. Values for MTR in the surrounding rim of intact pontine tissue were normal. The greatest decrease in MTR was at the centre of the lesion, gradually increasing towards the outer edge.

The pathological findings associated with central pontine myelinolysis are remarkably homogeneous: a single large symmetric lesion is found in the basis pontis. There is usually a rim of intact pontine tissue. Microscopically the main abnormality is destruction of myelin, with relative neuronal preservation. Myelin destruction is typically preceded by demyelination and a new critical event in the centre of the lesion, becoming less pronounced towards the edge. There are no inflammatory changes and oedema is absent. In our patient we were confident that the lesion was due to central pontine myelinolysis, because of the clinical setting (alcoholism along with clinical features of Wernicke-Korsakoff syndrome) and the highly characteristic appearance of the MRI abnormality on the T2 and T1 weighted images. One notable feature was the lack of deficit related to the pontine lesion. Many patients with central pontine myelinolysis become profoundly disabled with bulbar palsy and tetraplegia during the acute phase of the illness. However, typical pathological changes of this condition have also been found at postmortem where there has been minimal neurological deficit referable to the pontine lesion. With the advent of MRI, patients like ours have been seen in whom the characteristic radiological abnormality has been identified in the presence of minimal clinical disability.

To identify specifically the structural
changes caused by axonal and myelin loss in demyelinating lesions, such as occur in multiple sclerosis, there is a need for an in vivo technique that measures macromolecular loss. MT imaging, which is based on the specific interaction between macromolecular and free water protons, has shown promise in this regard. Pronounced reductions in MTR have been found in lyssolecithin induced demyelination, and in experimental allergic encephalomyelitis lesions in which there is demyelination, and progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (a condition in which demyelination predominates with a relative lack of inflammation or axonal loss). On the other hand, in acute experimental allergic encephalomyelitis in which there is inflammation and oedema without demyelination, only mild reductions in MTR are seen. In optic neuritis, reduction of MTR within the optic nerve lesion correlates with the latency of the visual evoked potential, suggesting that a graded relation may exist between MTR reduction and the extent of demyelination. This present patient provides additional evidence in favour of myelin itself being a major contributor to the MT effect.

A variety of changes of MTR is seen in multiple sclerosis lesions, and a correlation exists between lesion MTR and disability. It is uncertain whether MTR measurement will be able to separate demyelination alone from remyelination which occurs as a consequence of axonal loss. The second may be more important for irreversibility disability in multiple sclerosis. Further experimental studies are needed to elucidate the quantitative MTR changes that occur in these two processes. Nevertheless, MTR measurement seems a robust, quantitative, and clinically relevant indicator of myelin integrity and may have an important role in monitoring the natural history of multiple sclerosis and its modification by treatment.
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Raised plasma polyamine concentrations in patients with severe head injury

Polyamines have been shown to be involved in response to neurotraumatic trauma in experimental models. There are no reports that a similar process occurs in humans, prompting us to investigate whether plasma polyamines are raised in patients with head injury. In a preliminary study, polyamines were measured in the cerebral cortex after neurotraumatic trauma, and, if reflected by increased plasma concentrations occurring as a result of disruption to the blood brain barrier, this could be a useful diagnostic and prognostic tool.

Seventeen patients with head injury were studied. The patients varied in the circumstance of injury, the time the sample was taken after the initial injury, and the CT findings, which showed extradural and subdural haematomas and cerebral contusions. One patient sustained an associated cardiac injury. Recovery of polyamines from standard mixtures (after dabsylation and HPLC) was >95% and >90% for standards (putrescine, spermine, and putrescine) added to clinical samples and subjected to normal analytical procedures. The HPLC allowed separation of dabsyl derivatives of polyamines, which were identified using polyamine standards. The retention times were reproducible, showing variation between runs of <0-1 minutes.

A non-parametric analysis of the data was undertaken by Kruskall-Wallis test.

The figure shows the results of the mean plasma concentrations of polyamines in each group. There was a significant (P < 0.001) increase in total polyamine in the head injury group (n = 17 mean = 1-04 µmol/L; spermine was also significantly increased. None of the other subgroups were significa- ntly raised above the normal and cardiac control groups, however, the polyamine concen- trations tended to be increased in the subcortical haemorrhage group.

The total polyamine concentrations in the head injury group ranged from 0.34-1.86 µmol/L. It was difficult to correlate an increase in the plasma polyamine concentra- tion with the degree of severity in a small group of patients with such diverse mecha- nisms of head injury, and differences in the time after head injury that the sample was taken. The lowest plasma polyamine was found, however, in patients after evacuation of an extradural haemorrhage and the highest con- centrations were found in those patients with the most severe trauma. A time depend- ent increase in polyamines was noted, a significant correlation being shown by regression analysis between both the total polyamines (P < 0.017) and putrescine (P < 0.0001) and the time after injury (up to 48 hours).

Both plasma and erythrocyte concentra- tions of each polyamine were assayed sepa- rately. The major pool of polyamine in blood is present in erythrocytes, which account for 80-90% of polyamine content in whole blood. No pronounced differences were detected in the erythrocyte samples between control and trauma groups. This may be because polyamines are synthesised within erythrocytes and therefore this pool would reflect largely locally synthesised polyamines. Plasma polyamines would reflect concentrations of polyamines arising from an exogenous source more accurately. Erythrocytes possess the ability to take up polyamines by a transporter but this may not affect internal concentra- tions of polyamines sufficiently to signifi- cantly alter concentration in erythrocytes in most trauma patients.

In animal experiments, the intracranial polyamine, especially putrescine, are raised in neurotrauma but extracellular concentra- tions are low after cerebral ischaemia. From our own experience the effects of insults to the CNS on the induction of ornithine decarboxylase are enormous with severalfold increases in putrescine occurring. We therefore reasoned that if leakage due to trauma occurred we would be able to detect changes in plasma polyamines. The fact that signifi- cant effects are only detected for spermine, spermidine, and total polyamines indicates that extraneural transformations have occurred, both spermine and spermidine being derived from putrescine.

In conclusion, polyamines are increased in serious neurological trauma and the increase is detected in the peripheral blood in human subjects. A more detailed study will be necessary to elucidate the pattern of the "polyamine response" in the different head injury groups with a view to under- standing the role of polyamines in intracra- nial trauma.
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